
NASICAE short movie FESTIVAL 2014!!
COMPETITION!!

1. Festival aims to promote artistic and expressive form of 
short and medium length, giving visibility to 
independent authors.!

2. Festival is free and open to all.!
3. Competition entries will go from 5 to 30 minutes.!
4. Works must have the sport as a subject or any subject 

related to it: SPORTmovie.!
5. Will accept the short off-topic that may contribute to 

the prize for Best ShortOFF (CortoYOUNG).!
6. Will accept short films about childhood and youth to the 

prize: ShortYOUNG (CortoOFF).!
7. Required sections are: documentary, fiction, docudrama.!
8. Not be allowed to participate in the festival, the short 

and medium length films presenting pornographic, racist, 
propaganda, pointing to discrimination and / or make 
apology of violence. Also excluded are the short / 
medium length which contains advertising, promotions, or 
de facto editorial, or expose the business story of a 
person or his company. The same principles apply to the 
titles of the works.!

9. Each author may submit multiple works.!
10.Registration must be made via the Internet only!

File of work uploaded on the site www.clickforfestivals.com.!
Work synopsis (max. one sheet)!
Director profile and presentation!
Copy of director’s identity card!
Photocopied and signed call!
Submission form filled out in full!
Authorization to the use of the material for the competition 
purposes!
Release for SIAE copyright on the work submitted!
Authorization for underage actors, if any!
Lack of attachments or non-readibility of all or part of 
them, involves exclusion from the competition.!
  11. Shipping is paid by participants. Applications are 
works made in Italy or abroad. The latter will have subtitles 
in Italian.!

12.Deadline of the call is scheduled for September 30, 
2014.!!
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13.By filling out the enclosed registration form below, 
participants must be confident that  they have fulfilled 
every request placed by the notice, under penalty of 
disqualification. The absence of one of the items 
listed, will not allow  
access to presets.!

14.A commission, appointed and composed by the artistic 
direction and organization, will select works entered, 
decreeing the rose of the finalists' works.!

15.Committee's decisions are final.!
16.The authors of the finalists will be notified by phone 

or e-mail and they will learn about the place, date and 
time of the award.!

17.Festival jury, which will decide the winners, will be 
composed of artists, experts, operators and characters 
relevant to the scope of the audiovisual and 
entertainment.  Jury’s decisions, no appeal will be made 
public on the day of the ceremony. Organization of the 
festival will have final decision on controversial 
cases.!

18.Awards are as follows:  
  PRIZE - BEST SHORT / medium length with a sports theme  
  PRIZE - BEST SHORT / medium length (for short-length 
films off topic) !

    PRIZE - BEST SHORT / medium length (about childhood)                     
MENTIONS OF HONOR (plaque)!

19.Lack of participation of the author, or the person 
delegated to it, to the awards ceremony, does not 
require the organization to ship home the prize to 
winner.!

20.Organizing committee reserves the right to cast a few 
works that have not passed the preliminary selection. 
These works will not be part of the competitive sections 
and will be considered out of competition.!

21.Entries will not be returned and will become part of the 
heritage of the Festival. They can be used for cultural 
events related to the festival.!

22.Participation in the festival implies acceptance of all 
conditions set forth in paragraphs of this regulation 
must be signed and sent together with the documentation.!

23.Festival organizers reserve the right to suspend or 
modify the  
event if necessary.!
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24.Under Law 196/03 data will be processed only for 
purposes of organization and promotion of the Festival.!

25.For any dispute, the competent is Court of Bologna.!
26.Festival jury can declare “no contest” for every section 

of the competition.!
27.Festival will take place on November 22nd  and 23rd, 2014, 

at Cinema Italia, via Nasica 38, Castenaso (BO), Italy. 
On November 22nd there will be the screening of short and 
medium lenght films that have passed the pre-selection. 
On November 23rd there will be the screening of short and 
medium lenght films in competition and the nomination of 
the winners of the three categories (SPORTmovie, 
CortoOFF and CortoYOUNG), in the presence of guests of 
sport and cinema.  
 
NAME 
________________________________________________________
___  
 
DATE 
____________________SIGNATURE___________________________
__  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